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field,. based. on. quantum. electro-dynamics,. reveals. not. only. the. entangle-
ment. of. energy. transfer. mechanisms. usually. regarded. as. “radiative”. and.
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listic”,5. “transverse”,6. and. “longitudinal”,7. photons.. “Real”. and. “virtual”.
photons.are. the.subject.of. the.present.discourse..Based.on.the.elementary.

















The. photon. has. a. character. that,. inter alia,. reflects. the. electromagnetic.
gauge..In.the.Coulomb.gauge.the.radiation.field.is.ascribed.an.unequivo-
cally.transverse.character,9.in.the.sense.that.its.electric.and.magnetic.fields.
are. orthogonally. disposed. with. respect. to. the. wave-vector.. As. will. be.
shown,.this.transversality.condition.of.electromagnetic.fields.is.not.neces-
sarily.transferable.to.a.disposition.with.respect.to.the.interpreted.direction.
of. electromagnetic. energy. transduction..To.engage. in.a.detailed. study.of.
these.features.it.is.appropriate.to.fully.develop.the.theory.of.energy.transfer.
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ory. is. to. be. developed. in. multipolar. form.. [Note,. in. its. complete. form. the.
multipolar. interaction.Hamiltonian.can. itself.be.partitioned.as:. (i).a. linear.
coupling.of.the.electric.polarization.field.(accommodating.all.electric.mul-
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Here. e(λ). (p). is. the. polarisation. unit. vector. (plane. or. circular,. but. always.
orthogonal. to. p). and. e p( ) ( )λ . is. its. complex. conjugate;. V. is. an. arbitrary.
quantisation.volume.and.a†(λ).(p),.a(λ).(p).respectively.are.photon.creation.and.
annihilation. operators. for. the. mode. (p,λ).. Accordingly,. each. action. of. Hint.
signifies.photon.creation.or.annihilation.
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The. ensuing. calculation. leads. into. some. relatively. straightforward. vector.
analysis.and.contour.integration;.the.major.didactic.issues.and.also.some.of.
the.mathematical.intricacies.have.both.been.the.subject.of.recent.reviews.13,14.
Using. the. convention. of. summation. over. repeated. Cartesian. indices,. the.
result.for.the.transfer.quantum.amplitude.emerges.as.follows:
.
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the. result. has. an. identical. form15,16. to. that. which,. when. cast. in. SI. units,.
emerges.from.classical.retarded.electrodynamics;17
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dependence.exhibited.within. the.results..Both. in.equations. (6).and.(8). the.
first.term,.proportional.to.R−3,.is.dominant.in.the.short-range.or.near-zone.
region.(kR.<<.1),.whereas.the.third.term,.proportional.to.R−1,.dominates.in.





These. two. cases. are. asymptotic. limits. of. a. completely. general. rate. law.
illustrated. in.Fig..1..The.Uncertainty.Principle.again.affords.a.simple.way.
of. understanding. the. exhibited. behavior.. In. terms. of. a. transit. time,. t,. for.












are. manifestly. non-transverse. against. ˆ .R . To. exhibit. this. explicitly,. the.
given. expression. can. be. decomposed. into. terms. that. are. transverse. (⊥).
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and.longitudinal.(||).with.respect.to. ˆ ;R
.
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the. position-momentum. Uncertainty. Principle.. By. contrast. the. absence. of.
an.overall.R−1.term.in.equation.(10),.compared.to.(9),.signifies.that.the.com-
ponent.of. the.field.that. is. longitudinal.with.respect. to. Rˆ . is.not.sustained.
in.the.wave-zone.kR.>>.1.(equivalently. R � �, .where. � = 2π/k .designates.
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range,. kR. <<. 1,. both. such. contributions. to. the. field. unequivocally. exhibit.









spin and Photon Angular Momentum
While.a.number.of.issues.associated.with.the.interplay.of.transversality.and.
angular. momentum. have. been. explored. in. the. general. context. of. sponta-
neous. emission,21. the. developing. technology. of. spintronics22. invites. a. con-
sideration. of. energy. transduction. between. quantum. dots.. In. determining.
the. transverse.field.produced.by.an.electric.dipole.spin. transition,. it. tran-
spires.that.noteworthy.features.arise.in.the.case.of.a.source.whose.transition.
moment. is. spin-aligned. with. respect. to. ˆ ,R . i.e.;. whose. complex. transition.
moments. lie. in. a. plane. orthogonal. to. the. transfer. direction. and. therefore.
expressible.as:
.
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source. of. creation. towards. the. site.of. its. annihilation.at. a.detector,. a. case.
can.be.made.that.every.such.photon.in.principle.exhibits.both.virtual.and.
“real”.traits..In.the.short-range.limit.significant.retardation.is.absent.and.the.








Further. analysis. reveals. hitherto. unsuspected. features. in. the. asymp-
totic. behaviour. of. the. quantum. pathways. for. resonance. energy. transfer..
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